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Catalogue Raisonné Registration Form


A catalogue raisonné of the works of Nancy Graves is being researched and prepared. This comprehensive 
publication will list and reproduce all known works in painting, sculpture, drawing, and film by Nancy Graves. 


Please fill out the form below to register your work by Nancy Graves with the Foundation:  

Your Name  ________________________________________________________________________ 

Street ____________________________________________________________________________ 

City  ________________________    State ___________________  Zip Code _________ 

Phone (___) ____ - ______ Email ________________________________________ 

Artwork Title  ____________________________________________________________  Year_______ 

Media   ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dimensions ____(H) x ____(W) x ____(D) 

Published ownership line:  _________________________________________________________________ 
(Our default listing is “Private Collection” however you may prefer “Private Collection, New York” or “J. Smith, 
New York” or other phrasing.) 
 
Purchased from ___________________________________________ Date________________ 

Additional Provenance _____________________________________________________________ 

Nancy Graves (1939-1995) was an American artist known for her sculptures, paintings, drawings, watercolors, 
and prints. She also produced five avant-garde films and created innovative set designs. Her work has been 
featured in hundreds of museum and gallery exhibitions and is included in the permanent collections of major art 
museums internationally.  The Nancy Graves Foundation was established by Graves through her Last Will and 
Testament in 1996. In addition to the annual grant program, the Foundation supports exhibitions, research, 
publications, educational programming, and the preparation of a Catalogue Raisonné of Nancy Graves’ work. 
The Foundation maintains a collection of her work, along with a library and archive of original papers, 
photographs, recordings, publications, and research materials, which are available to scholars by appointment in 
the Foundation’s research library.


If possible please send the foundation jpegs of the front of the work as well as any labels or signature marks on 
the reverse.  Additionally, if you have documentary materials such as photographs, correspondence, and 
exhibition information pertaining to Nancy Graves, please contact: 


Christina Hunter, Executive Director: ch@nancygravesfoundation.org  

All information will be kept strictly confidential. 


